
L A Y I N G  T H E

GROUND
WORK

Gathering Insights to
Inform Strategy



AOR is a brand that’s trusted for science-backed supplements, but as a
brand in the saturated nutraceuticals market they knew it was time for a
renewed look at their marketing activities if they wanted to keep up with
changing digital marketing landscape, gain tangible market share
and increase their Share of Voice in online conversation.

Ultimately, AOR wanted to discover their social media blind spots and
zero-in on new ways to connect with existing customers and untapped
markets. Research illuminated a new direction for AOR, connected directly
to actionable steps for the brand to take for social media growth.

T H E

CHALLENGE

BottomLine and AOR shook hands, setting the BottomLine team off to
conduct a social audit through its Digital Assessment framework.

BottomLine’s social audit can realign social efforts to the brand’s bigger
picture so you can make the most of your limited time. This method
began by analyzing AOR’s social media influence with the ultimate
goal to understand the brand’s relationship with its customers.

Our approach uncovered opportunities to grow the brand online and
suggest improvements to online strategies and tactics.

T H E

A  S N A P H S O T

SOLUTION

Analyze performance 
metrics(e.g. followers,

engagement, most
engaged posts)

Qualitative
analysis of brand
and competitor

content

Assessment of
account branding

and CTAs

Identify user
demographics



We’re a data-driven agency. We love numbers and analysis and we love to 
measure the impacts of the work we do.

As soon as we began working with their assessment, we were able to identify 
what areas needed improvement and where they were already doing well. 
This was based on fact-based information, not just our opinions.

We've helped clarify their brand message and where they need to focus as an 
organization. We identified their expertise in their field, highlighted their 
edge, and focused on their growth.

The results of our Digital Assessment Framework also helped provide clarity 
for their internal marketing department on what does and doesn't work, what 
to measure, and what not to measure to drive success. 

After the audit, we have come to the conclusion to know exactly what type of 
content resonates with their audience and how long it takes for that content 
to achieve their desired results. The strategies proposed based on our research 
helped them better understand and optimize their marketing strategy.

T H E

RESULTS



If you have any questions, please contact us:

www.wearebottomline.com info@wearebottomline.com

RESEARCH-DRIVEN

FOR GROWTH-DRIVEN BRANDS.


